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Motivation Motivation 
•• A small but increasing number of asset A small but increasing number of asset 

management mandates for pension funds are management mandates for pension funds are 
now being measured directly against the accrual now being measured directly against the accrual 
of the liability, rather than market benchmarksof the liability, rather than market benchmarks

•• At least one hedge fund uses the country At least one hedge fund uses the country 
weighting strategy from our 1999 working paper.weighting strategy from our 1999 working paper.

–– They represent that they developed it independently They represent that they developed it independently 
and we believe themand we believe them

•• Academic literature on using cointegration for  Academic literature on using cointegration for  
portfolio formation has gotten much richerportfolio formation has gotten much richer

•• Research shows that returns on hedge funds Research shows that returns on hedge funds 
may seem uncorrelated with financial markets may seem uncorrelated with financial markets 
but are actually cointegratedbut are actually cointegrated



Basics of CointegrationBasics of Cointegration
•• Cointegration analysis is a widely used with economic Cointegration analysis is a widely used with economic 

times seriestimes series
•• Cointegration is the situation where we can form a linear Cointegration is the situation where we can form a linear 

combination of time series that is stationary from a combination of time series that is stationary from a 
series of times that are not individually stationaryseries of times that are not individually stationary

•• By stationary we mean that the time series has By stationary we mean that the time series has 
consistent mean, standard deviation and autocorrelation consistent mean, standard deviation and autocorrelation 
properties. We can formally define:properties. We can formally define:

XtXt = aXt= aXt--1 + 1 + btbt + c + et+ c + et
XtXt = the value of series X at time t= the value of series X at time t
t = the increment count of timet = the increment count of time
et = error term at time tet = error term at time t

•• Series X is stationary if the absolute value of coefficient Series X is stationary if the absolute value of coefficient 
a is statistically significantly less than one using the a is statistically significantly less than one using the 
DickeyDickey--Fuller statisticFuller statistic



More Cointegration BasicsMore Cointegration Basics
•• Most “level” based financial times series (prices, index Most “level” based financial times series (prices, index 

vales) are not stationaryvales) are not stationary
•• The cointegrating vector is the set of coefficients (i.e. The cointegrating vector is the set of coefficients (i.e. 

weights) applied to each input times series to form the weights) applied to each input times series to form the 
stationary combined seriesstationary combined series

St = St = SiSi = 1 to = 1 to n[wiAitn[wiAit]]

St = the value of combined time seriesSt = the value of combined time series
wiwi = weight applied to times series I= weight applied to times series I
AitAit = the value of time series I= the value of time series I

•• If series S is stationary and the input series are not, then If series S is stationary and the input series are not, then 
W is the cointegrating vectorW is the cointegrating vector

•• See Hamilton (1994) for math detailsSee Hamilton (1994) for math details



Financial Markets RationaleFinancial Markets Rationale

•• Cointegration methods look directly at financial Cointegration methods look directly at financial 
asset prices, rather than returnsasset prices, rather than returns
–– Financial assets are way of demarcating the capital provided to Financial assets are way of demarcating the capital provided to 

enterprises by investorsenterprises by investors
–– If one asset class produces much higher returns than another If one asset class produces much higher returns than another 

over time, eventually one has to look “expensive” and the other over time, eventually one has to look “expensive” and the other 
“cheap”“cheap”

–– The relative value judgments of investors keep the relative The relative value judgments of investors keep the relative 
prices of financial assets within rational boundsprices of financial assets within rational bounds



Literature ReviewLiterature Review
•• In finance, cointegration methods have been widely In finance, cointegration methods have been widely 

used to test theories of market efficiencyused to test theories of market efficiency
–– Brenner, Robin J. and Kenneth F. Brenner, Robin J. and Kenneth F. KronerKroner. "Arbitrage, . "Arbitrage, 

Cointegration, And Testing The Cointegration, And Testing The UnbiasednessUnbiasedness Hypothesis In Hypothesis In 
Financial Markets," Journal of Financial and Quantitative Financial Markets," Journal of Financial and Quantitative 
Analysis, 1995, v30(1), 23Analysis, 1995, v30(1), 23--42.42.

–– FedderkeFedderke, J. and Michelle Joao. "Arbitrage, Cointegration And , J. and Michelle Joao. "Arbitrage, Cointegration And 
Efficiency In Financial Markets In The Presence Of Financial Efficiency In Financial Markets In The Presence Of Financial 
Crises," South Africa Journal of Economics, 2001, v69(3,Sep), Crises," South Africa Journal of Economics, 2001, v69(3,Sep), 
366366--384.384.

–– MishraMishra, , BanamberBanamber and and MatlurMatlur RahmanRahman. "Joint Efficiency Of The . "Joint Efficiency Of The 
U.S. Stock And Foreign Exchange Markets: Evidence From U.S. Stock And Foreign Exchange Markets: Evidence From 
Cointegration," International Journal of Finance, 1993, v6(1), Cointegration," International Journal of Finance, 1993, v6(1), 
640640--652.652.

–– Chan, Chan, KamKam C., Benton E. C., Benton E. GupGup and Mingand Ming--ShiunShiun Pan. "Market Pan. "Market 
Efficiency And Cointegration Tests For Foreign Currency Futures Efficiency And Cointegration Tests For Foreign Currency Futures 
Markets," Journal of International Financial Markets, InstitutioMarkets," Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions ns 
and Money, 1992, v2(1), 79and Money, 1992, v2(1), 79--89.89.



More LiteratureMore Literature
•• Others have looked more generally at finding economic Others have looked more generally at finding economic 

linkages between asset marketslinkages between asset markets
–– Abbott, Abbott, AshokAshok B. and K. Victor Chow. "Cointegration Among B. and K. Victor Chow. "Cointegration Among 

European Equity Markets," Journal of Multinational Financial European Equity Markets," Journal of Multinational Financial 
Management, 1993, v2(3/4), 169Management, 1993, v2(3/4), 169--186.186.

–– GhoshGhosh, , AsimAsim. "Integration Of World Stock Markets: An Empirical . "Integration Of World Stock Markets: An Empirical 
Evidence From Nonlinear Cointegration," Advances in Evidence From Nonlinear Cointegration," Advances in 
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management, 1998, v5(1), Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management, 1998, v5(1), 
207207--216.216.

–– Harris, Frederick Harris, Frederick deBdeB., Thomas H. ., Thomas H. McInishMcInish, Gary L. , Gary L. ShoesmithShoesmith
and Robert A. Wood. "Cointegration, Error Correction, And Price and Robert A. Wood. "Cointegration, Error Correction, And Price 
Discovery On Discovery On InformationallyInformationally Linked Security Markets," Journal Linked Security Markets," Journal 
of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 1995, v30(4), 563of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 1995, v30(4), 563--579.579.

–– Wang, Wang, PeijiePeijie. "The Implications Of Cointegration In Financial . "The Implications Of Cointegration In Financial 
Markets," Applied Economics Letters, 1995, v2(8), 263Markets," Applied Economics Letters, 1995, v2(8), 263--265. 265. 
KanasKanas, , AngelosAngelos..

–– "Linkages Between The US And European Equity Markets: "Linkages Between The US And European Equity Markets: 
Further Evidence From Cointegration Tests," Applied Financial Further Evidence From Cointegration Tests," Applied Financial 
Economics, 1998, v8(6,Nov), 607Economics, 1998, v8(6,Nov), 607--614.614.



Interesting Recent StudiesInteresting Recent Studies
•• Larger hedge funds may look uncorrelated to major stock financiaLarger hedge funds may look uncorrelated to major stock financial l 

markets are actually cointegratedmarkets are actually cointegrated
–– GregoriouGregoriou, Greg and , Greg and FabriceFabrice RouahRouah, “Do Stock Market Indices Move the , “Do Stock Market Indices Move the 

Ten Largest Hedge Funds: A Cointegration Approach”, Journal of Ten Largest Hedge Funds: A Cointegration Approach”, Journal of 
Alternative Investments, Vol. 4 Num. 2, 2001Alternative Investments, Vol. 4 Num. 2, 2001

•• Another study has formalized and extended our 1999 paper. They Another study has formalized and extended our 1999 paper. They 
find cointegration methods to track an index is equally efficienfind cointegration methods to track an index is equally efficient as t as 
traditional MV optimization based on historic data, but is much traditional MV optimization based on historic data, but is much 
better for enhanced strategies (index +) based on statistical better for enhanced strategies (index +) based on statistical 
arbitragearbitrage
–– Alexander, Carole and Alexander, Carole and AncaAnca DimitriouDimitriou, “A Comparison of Cointegration , “A Comparison of Cointegration 

and Tracking Error Models for Mutual Funds and Hedge Funds”, ISMand Tracking Error Models for Mutual Funds and Hedge Funds”, ISMA A 
Centre Working Paper, University of Reading, March 2004Centre Working Paper, University of Reading, March 2004



A Side NoteA Side Note

•• Similar mechanisms for forming portfolios weights are Similar mechanisms for forming portfolios weights are 
aroundaround
–– Haugen, Robert A. and Haugen, Robert A. and NardinNardin L. Baker. "Dedicated Stock L. Baker. "Dedicated Stock 

Portfolios," Journal of Portfolio Management, 1990, v16(4), 17Portfolios," Journal of Portfolio Management, 1990, v16(4), 17--
2222

–– Brandt, Michael, Pedro SantaBrandt, Michael, Pedro Santa--Clara and Clara and RossenRossen ValkanovValkanov. . 
“Parametric Portfolio Policies: Exploiting Characteristics in th“Parametric Portfolio Policies: Exploiting Characteristics in the e 
CrossCross--Section of Equity Returns”, Duke/UCLA Working Paper, Section of Equity Returns”, Duke/UCLA Working Paper, 
March 2005March 2005



Using Cointegration for Portfolio Using Cointegration for Portfolio 
FormationFormation

•• Form a hedging problem where we seek to have the Form a hedging problem where we seek to have the 
surplus between assets and liabilities be stationarysurplus between assets and liabilities be stationary

•• Work in units of value, not returnsWork in units of value, not returns

St = St = SiSi = 1 to = 1 to n[wiAitn[wiAit] ] –– LtLt
St = the value of surplus at time tSt = the value of surplus at time t
wiwi = the weight of asset i in the portfolio= the weight of asset i in the portfolio
AitAit = the value of asset i at time t= the value of asset i at time t
Lt = the value of the liability at time tLt = the value of the liability at time t

•• We can specify the “liability” as we wishWe can specify the “liability” as we wish
–– Actual liabilities accruing to a pension fund over timeActual liabilities accruing to a pension fund over time
–– The liability grows with the total return to a market index The liability grows with the total return to a market index 

benchmarkbenchmark
–– The liability grows with the total return of market index plus aThe liability grows with the total return of market index plus a

return premium (e.g. S&P 500 + 2% per annum)return premium (e.g. S&P 500 + 2% per annum)



Finding the Cointegrating VectorFinding the Cointegrating Vector

•• If we use cointegration methods to form portfolio If we use cointegration methods to form portfolio 
weights its analogous to traditional optimization in weights its analogous to traditional optimization in 
MarkowitzMarkowitz (1959) using historical data(1959) using historical data
–– But cointegration methods do not assume that the return times But cointegration methods do not assume that the return times 

series are stationary, or that returns normally distributed, norseries are stationary, or that returns normally distributed, nor
that correlations amongst returns are stablethat correlations amongst returns are stable

•• Assuming unlimited shorting we can use a special form Assuming unlimited shorting we can use a special form 
of regression to find the “best” cointegrating vectorof regression to find the “best” cointegrating vector

•• Without shorting, we employ a constrained regression, Without shorting, we employ a constrained regression, 
like returnslike returns--based analysis developed in Sharpe (1992)based analysis developed in Sharpe (1992)
–– Requires approximation of the confidence intervals on the Requires approximation of the confidence intervals on the 

coefficients as derived in coefficients as derived in LoboscoLobosco and diBartolomeo (1997)and diBartolomeo (1997)



Cointegration for DummiesCointegration for Dummies
•• Use Monte Carlo simulation to create lots of different Use Monte Carlo simulation to create lots of different 

asset weight vectors with whatever constraints you haveasset weight vectors with whatever constraints you have

•• Test each one for cointegration against your “liability”Test each one for cointegration against your “liability”

•• Keep going until you have a good sample of Keep going until you have a good sample of 
cointegrating portfolios (i.e. more than 40)cointegrating portfolios (i.e. more than 40)

•• Average your cointegrating vectorsAverage your cointegrating vectors

•• Select the particular cointegrating vector closest in Select the particular cointegrating vector closest in 
weights to the average of the cointegrating vectors, weights to the average of the cointegrating vectors, 
based on the summation of the absolute differences in based on the summation of the absolute differences in 
the asset weights the asset weights 



Our 1999 Empirical TestOur 1999 Empirical Test
•• Take all seventeen countries in EAFE that had data from Take all seventeen countries in EAFE that had data from 

1970 through 1998. All data in US$1970 through 1998. All data in US$
•• 180 months of in180 months of in--sample data from January 1970 sample data from January 1970 

through December 1984 through December 1984 
•• 168 months of out of sample data from January 1985 168 months of out of sample data from January 1985 

through December 1998through December 1998
•• Use MonteUse Monte--Carlo method to find 40 cointegrating vectors Carlo method to find 40 cointegrating vectors 

with all positive weights during the in sample periodwith all positive weights during the in sample period
•• During the out of sample period all weights are During the out of sample period all weights are 

rebalanced monthlyrebalanced monthly
•• Compare the out of sample results of cointegrated Compare the out of sample results of cointegrated 

portfolios to nonportfolios to non--cointegrated portfolioscointegrated portfolios
•• Test five levels of return premium from zero to 20 basis Test five levels of return premium from zero to 20 basis 

points per monthpoints per month



Out of Sample Results 1985 Out of Sample Results 1985 --19991999
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Update the ExperimentUpdate the Experiment

•• Extend the return times series with FTSE data Extend the return times series with FTSE data 
through April 2005through April 2005
–– We don’t use much MSCI data anymoreWe don’t use much MSCI data anymore
–– Keep the old MSCI data through 1998Keep the old MSCI data through 1998
–– Replace EAFE with the FTSE Developed World exReplace EAFE with the FTSE Developed World ex--USUS
–– Replace the MSCI country indices with the Replace the MSCI country indices with the 

corresponding FTSE indicescorresponding FTSE indices

•• Now analyze the longer out of sample period Now analyze the longer out of sample period 
based on the original 1970 through 1984 sample based on the original 1970 through 1984 sample 
periodperiod



Out of Sample Results 1985 Out of Sample Results 1985 –– April 2004April 2004
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Discussion of Out of Sample ResultsDiscussion of Out of Sample Results

•• Due to the MonteDue to the Monte--Carlo portfolio formation method, all Carlo portfolio formation method, all 
the portfolios are relatively close to equal weightedthe portfolios are relatively close to equal weighted

•• The vast majority of portfolios both cointegrated and The vast majority of portfolios both cointegrated and 
nonnon--cointegrated consistently produced returns superior cointegrated consistently produced returns superior 
the capitalization weighted indexthe capitalization weighted index
–– Previously described in Wilcox (1994)Previously described in Wilcox (1994)

•• The cointegrated portfolios have a statistically The cointegrated portfolios have a statistically 
significantly higher chance of meeting the target returnssignificantly higher chance of meeting the target returns

•• The average returns on the cointegrated portfolios The average returns on the cointegrated portfolios 
increase as the target is raisedincrease as the target is raised

•• The certainty of outperforming the basic index improves The certainty of outperforming the basic index improves 
as the target is raisedas the target is raised



An Alternative SpecificationAn Alternative Specification

•• Use the equal weighted country indices plus a return Use the equal weighted country indices plus a return 
premium as the targetpremium as the target
–– This will remove the issue of equal weight versus capitalizationThis will remove the issue of equal weight versus capitalization

weighted performance across countriesweighted performance across countries
–– Reduces processing time dramaticallyReduces processing time dramatically

•• Compute the active weights of the cointegrated Compute the active weights of the cointegrated 
portfolios versus the equal weighted country indexportfolios versus the equal weighted country index

•• Use these active weights in running against the Use these active weights in running against the 
traditional capitalization weighted benchmarkstraditional capitalization weighted benchmarks
–– Same as running a long/short based on the active weights and Same as running a long/short based on the active weights and 

using futures or using futures or ETFsETFs to get the capitalization weighted core to get the capitalization weighted core 
componentcomponent



ConclusionsConclusions
•• Cointegration methods attempt to detect economic Cointegration methods attempt to detect economic 

linkages between the values of financial assets that are linkages between the values of financial assets that are 
persistent in timepersistent in time

•• Cointegration methods provide a methodology for Cointegration methods provide a methodology for 
forming optimal portfolios forming optimal portfolios without explicit return without explicit return 
forecastingforecasting

•• Empirical evidence suggests that for “index plus” Empirical evidence suggests that for “index plus” 
cointegration strategies, the higher the target return cointegration strategies, the higher the target return 
premium, the greater the likelihood of achieving at premium, the greater the likelihood of achieving at 
least some positive index relative returnleast some positive index relative return
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